
 

 

C2C SmartCompliance and IBM Software Integrated to Deliver Advanced Compliance and 

Risk Capabilities 

C2C’s Compliance Mapper Software Now Integrated with IBM’s OpenPages GRC Platform for Unmatched 

Insights into Compliance Risks and Analytics 

 

ALEXANDRIA, VA, Dec. 31, 2018 — C2C SmartCompliance (C2C), a premier provider of risk and compliance management software, 

announced today a new Regulatory Alert and Compliance Management (RACM) solution that leverages the compliance 

management capabilities of C2C’s Compliance Mapper software and IBM’s OpenPages GRC platform. The Compliance 

Mapper/OpenPages integrated solution unlocks unique insights into compliance risks, and regulatory compliance and change 

management through IBM’s extensive investment in OpenPages and C2C’s unmatched expertise in the development of forged-in-

the-field compliance and risk management solutions. 

“This powerful integrated solution gives upper-level management an early warning system to mitigate regulatory and compliance 

issues that can potentially disrupt business operations,” explained Steve Crutchley, Founder and CEO of C2C SmartCompliance. “The 

competitive advantage is clear for small organizations with limited resources and large corporations with complex systems that are 

often spread across corporate divisions operating independently of one another.” 

Compliance Mapper provides the advanced content and mapping capabilities while OpenPages delivers a robust suite of tools 

covering policies and compliance management, IT governance, audit, issues/events and operational risk management. The 

integration of Compliance Mapper with OpenPages gives companies the best of both platforms to manage compliance, regulatory 

risk, regulatory changes, policies and controls. 

C2C’s Compliance Mapper provides forward-thinking organizations with a real-time early warning system of compliance and 

regulatory threats over a period of months, quarters or even further out.  

“Our combined solution allows senior management to make business adjustments as needed to avoid negative outcomes,” said 

Brian Alexander, C2C’s CLO. “Imagine a GPS that can detect road hazards miles down the road for your business. That’s the 

competitive advantage of the RACM solution powered by Compliance Mapper and IBM’s OpenPages.” 

The combined solution unlocks critical risk and compliance data that is often hidden within organizations. This allows senior 

managers to control and manage compliance and regulatory risks rather than being thrown into a haphazard, all-hands-on-deck 

approach after threats manifest. The solution puts the right data regarding regulatory requirements, changes and relationships in 

the hands of compliance and risk professionals who need this information the most.  

About C2C SmartCompliance 

C2C SmartCompliance is a specialized enterprise Governance, Risk and Compliance software and services provider founded by 

information security, risk and compliance professionals with over 25 years of GRC auditing and consulting experience. The C2C 

methodology aligns an organization’s compliance strategy with specific business objectives. C2C’s products automate the costly 

manual processes associated with compliance initiatives, performing tasks in hours that normally take days. We provide 

stakeholders with a sustainable, business-centric, common operating compliance framework. 

C2C SmartCompliance and its logo, and Compliance Mapper are trademarks of C2C SmartCompliance LLC.  IBM and OpenPages are 

trademarks of IBM.  
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http://c2csmartcompliance.com/en/products/regulatory-alert-and-compliance-management-racm/
http://c2csmartcompliance.com/en/products/compliance-mapper/
https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/governance-risk-and-compliance?mhq=ibm%20openpages&mhsrc=ibmsearch_p
https://www.ibm.com/partnerworld/watson-financial-services/bp-spotlight-embedded-solutions
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